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Introduction
This is the first of two workbooks designed to support and complement AS courses in Critical

Thinking for the OCR 2008 specification. The aim of this one is to help students practise the skills

required in Unit 1 of the course and to provide essential information and useful examples.

Section 1: The language of reasoning
Section 1 begins with an exercise demonstrating the relevance of critical thinking to events in the

news. It then introduces students to the important elements of an argument, since one of the skills

tested in critical thinking is the ability to analyse reasoning (Assessment Objective 1). After

learning to recognise different parts of an argument, students will encounter various types of

flawed reasoning and begin to evaluate evidence. Practising these skills through a series of

exercises will help towards Assessment Objective 2, the evaluation of reasoning. This is an 

accumulative process so it is advisable to tackle the exercises in the right order. 
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Section 2: Credibility
This section teaches students how to apply the criteria used to assess the claims of individuals offering

contrasting opinions or evidence about an issue or event. They will evaluate the credibility of

documents and visual sources and practise the techniques of identifying conflicting and corrobora-

tive evidence, learning how to reach a judgement after going through the steps of balancing, weighing

and assessing the quality of evidence. 

Section 3: Specimen examination paper
Once students have practised each skill, the workbook provides a full-length practice paper modelled

on the specimen paper supplied by the OCR examination board for the 2008 specification. Be aware
that the specimen paper is offered by OCR only as a guide and real examination papers and
mark schemes may differ from this model, so it is important to scrutinise real papers as they

are issued. Nevertheless, this practice paper should be a useful guide to students, especially if they

try to complete the paper in 1 hour 30 minutes, the time allocated to the examination in this unit. 

I hope your students find the examples and exercises in the workbook stimulating and 

informative.

Section 1: The language of reasoning
The relevance of critical thinking

Exercise 1

1 The writer is implying that the USA has lied before, probably about reasons for invading Iraq.

2 Use of quotation marks here indicates that these or similar words have been used frequently by US

media. The writer’s scepticism of these claims is indicated by this distancing mechanism. The article

goes on to suggest that the mission has not been accomplished and there is little peace or stability.

3 Ordinary people, even vulnerable groups such as young women and old men, feel safe enough to

relax in the streets. ‘Restaurants are filled with families’ implies prosperity as well as peace and

that families are still intact. Children playing suggests happy normality.

4 The passage has already said that a US lie has been ‘embraced by mainstream media’ and this is

an American newspaper. There is no evidence to suggest that the Chicago Tribune has on-the-spot

reporters in Iraq who might present a different perspective.

5 The Pew Research Center should be neutral, as it describes itself as ‘non-partisan’. The validity of

the data it collects will, of course, depend on how many people it consults in its opinion polls, how

representative a sample they are and their degree of expertise in relevant areas.

6 The amount of violence could have decreased to a lower level yet still be far higher than most

people would find acceptable. In this instance the level has reduced to that of 2005, which was

probably still far higher than in Iraq before the invasion. 

7 Cave suggests that the US government has influenced the reporting of refugees returning from

Syria to Iraq by putting a positive ‘spin’ on it, in order to reinforce the message that US forces have

succeeded in making the country safe. 
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8 The United Nations should be a neutral source of information, as it is an international

organisation, not one that represents US views.

9 Only 14% of the families surveyed mentioned having heard that Iraq had become safer (which is

still not proof that it is). The others were leaving because life was difficult for them in Syria, a

different impression from that published by US media.

10 The Pew Research Center poll does not state how many US journalists in Iraq the survey was based

on. ‘Nearly 90%’ could be based on quite a small number of respondents, though their consensus

creates a strong impression. The UN survey is more precise, as it provides the exact number of

families surveyed, enabling the reader to judge the significance of the data. 

11 The 2 million Iraqi refugees who did not go to Syria fled to other countries.

12 20,000 people returning from Syria is only 1% of those who fled there, suggesting 99% are still

unwilling to return. The reminder that the situation in Iraq was violent enough for 4 million of the

total population of 22 million to leave, more than a sixth, is also shocking. 

13 One possible conclusion is that the Americans realise that Iraq is not really as peaceful as they

claim, so they still need to stay to restore order, while promoting the view that they have done a

good job. Another is that the Americans wish to maintain their presence and influence in Iraq for

unstated reasons, so are using any excuse to stay, even contradictory ones such as disorder and

peace. 

14 Socialist Worker is strongly opposed to capitalist countries such as the USA, so the opinions

expressed on this issue will be biased and the evidence and examples quoted selective. This

reduces the credibility of the article.

15 Critical thinkers are likely to consider:
� the possible biases of different media sources and how these could affect content
� the neutrality or bias of organisations conducting surveys
� the number of respondents whose data are presented in surveys
� whether there are different ways of interpreting evidence from the one presented in the argument 
� impressions that are implied in a text rather than stated explicitly

Analysing arguments
Exercise 2
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Example Explanation Argument

1 The Archbishop of York John Sentamu cut up his dog collar
during a television interview because he wanted to convey the
way President Mugabe had been ‘destroying the identities’ of the
Zimbabwean people. 

�

2 As the people of Zimbabwe are starving, the international
community must intervene to help them. �

3 People are starving in Zimbabwe because only one in five of the
adult population is employed and basic items such as bread are
often not available in local shops.

�
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Analysing arguments
Exercise 2

Exercise 3

Exercise 4
The most important assumptions include the following:

1 That the cats are young, fit enough to be fertile and not neutered and either that they are male

and female or that they are females who will be free to roam. 

No. Reason Conclusion Indicator words Type

1
because growers in the
developing world deserve
to earn a living wage.

People should buy fair
trade bananas

should
because

conclusion
reason

2 As dolphins often die in
fishing nets,

you ought to ensure the
tuna you buy is caught
with a rod.

As
ought to

reason
conclusion

3 It is made from the liver of
force-fed geese.

Think twice before
ordering pâté de foie gras. Think twice conclusion

4
Mothers in developing
countries often cannot
access clean water

so it is wrong to
encourage them to buy
powdered baby milk.

So
it is wrong

conclusion
conclusion

5
as it encourages affluent
people to help the 
developing world.

Oxfam Unwrapped should
be supported

should
as

conclusion
reason

6 Your friend already has
everything she needs,

therefore it is better to buy
a goat for Africa as her
Christmas gift.

therefore
it is better

conclusion
conclusion

7
Parents have a duty to
maintain their children’s
health.

They must stop them
eating so much heavily
processed food.

must conclusion

8 since it has greater access
to specialist information.

The government needs to
warn us about health risks
in food

needs
since

conclusion
reason

9 Life is full of enjoyable
risks.

We ought to be free to take
risks when we want to. ought to conclusion

10 I have worked hard for my
wages,

so I should be able to
spend them how I want.

so
should

conclusion
conclusion

Example Explanation Argument

4 Prime Minister Gordon Brown has boycotted an EU–Africa
summit because of Mr Mugabe’s presence. �

5 Britain ought not to intervene in the politics of African countries
such as Zimbabwe because they are no longer its colonies. �

6 Some African leaders see Mr Mugabe as an important colleague
and object to the idea of former colonial powers, such as the UK,
intervening in African politics.

�
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2 That elderly people have worse eyesight problems on average than younger people. That many

of them use the large print books in public libraries and that stocks are currently inadequate

to meet their needs.

3 That most of the cars in the Tesco parking area belong to people currently shopping in the store

and not to staff or people taking advantage of the space for other purposes. 

4 That Anne’s son will actually go to university, complete the course and gain a degree, whereas

he may decide to drop out or fail to qualify. 

5 That aptitude for modern foreign languages can be reliably indicated by the type of tests in

French and German recently conducted by that particular school and that similar patterns of

results have been found in boys and girls in many other places. 

Exercise 5
This exercise is one of the most challenging students are likely to encounter at AS. They could not

be expected to know the facts about immigration below, which are included for the reader’s

interest. However they should be able to judge whether or not it would be possible to test the

reasonableness of assumptions. 

1 Assumption: Most unemployed Somali immigrants are claiming unemployment benefits.

Type: based on a fact that could be investigated. 

Assessment and explanation: Though this assumption appears on the surface to be reasonable,

research shows that many Somalis are asylum seekers so are not eligible for unemployment

benefits while their claims of flight from persecution are being investigated. In fact, only 5%

claim unemployment-related benefits. This is a useful example of the need to establish back-

ground information. 

2 Assumption: Britain has a duty to support refugees and asylum seekers, even if there is a

negative effect on the economy. 

Type: principle or opinion. 

Assessment and explanation: This assumption is reasonable to the extent that most nations

accept the principle that it is their duty to admit a certain number of refugees and asylum

seekers for the time it takes to examine their claims. The expectation is that they should be

allowed to stay if their claims are genuine, at least until it is safe for them to return home.

However, countries vary in how generously they approach this matter and many individual

citizens, for example in Britain, would not accept this principle. Therefore it is not a completely

safe assumption.

3 Assumption: Immigrant groups contributing poorly to Britain’s economy at the moment are

likely to be more successful in the future, on a par with Chinese and Indian immigrants.

Type: hypothetical reasoning. 

Assessment and explanation: This is a not a safe assumption because it relies on predictions

about the future. Though research shows that on the whole groups do tend to fare better once

they become more familiar with the culture of their new country, complicating factors such as

the effects of discrimination make forecasts along these lines too uncertain. 

4 Assumptions: (1) Polish immigrants are willing to be paid less to do the same jobs as native

UK workers. (2) The undercutting of wages (by foreign workers) is unacceptable.  
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Type: (1) fact (2) opinion. 

Assessment and explanation: The reasonableness of assumption (1) could be checked by inves-

tigating the types of jobs Polish immigrants do, whether native UK workers work in the same

fields and their relative pay scales. In fact, research reveals that UK workers are on average

employed higher up the skills levels, explaining their better pay. In other words, the job for which

a UK-born worker is earning an average of £11.10 an hour is unlikely to be similar to the job

for which a Polish-born worker earns an average of £7.30. The assumption therefore is false.

Assumption (2) is a matter of opinion. Employers might be happy to be able to reduce wages

whereas employees and left-wingers would regard it as unacceptable. 

5 Assumptions: Those employed in the public services are more useful to society than many of

those not so employed, or public services jobs are particularly crucial for society. 

Type: opinion. 

Assessment and explanation: This is not a completely safe assumption. Though there is a certain

amount of consensus that public services are very worthy (the word ‘service’ is positively

loaded) it would be quite possible to argue that other types of work such as manufacturing, retail

or entertainment are just as vital. 

Exercise 6
The underlined components should be as follows: 

1 Despite the suggestion that the communication techniques of MPs have become profession-

alised (CC), there is enormous variation in how frequently MPs express their views in the media

and how competently they do so (RCC). 

2 Because of the existence of internet cafés, it is possible to communicate by e-mail or use

the internet without owning a computer (CA). However, this can be expensive and often

inconvenient (RCA). 

3 It is often said that the public are eating more healthily now (CC), but this is yet another media

myth (RCC). 

4 Many people oppose capital punishment for murder because they regard it as inhumane and

worry that it is irreversible if there is a miscarriage of justice. (CA) Murder is inhumane and

miscarriages of justice are very rare. (RCA)

5 Stocks and shares are an attractive option as they can bring high returns (CA). However, they

can also result in heavy losses. (RCA)

Exercise 7
1 The conclusion of the argument is sentence 9. 

2 The counter-assertion is 1. 

3 The response to the counter-assertion is 2. 

4 The reasons are 3, 5 and 7.

5 The evidence and examples are sentences 4, 6 and 8. 

Exercise 8
1 The conclusion of the argument is: only by taking significant action can Britain make amends

for its part in the transatlantic slave trade. 

2 The reasons are:
� We owe the descendants of slaves and African nations in general some compensation.

OCR AS Critical Thinking
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� Apologies show good will but are not enough.
� An education campaign would be useful in raising awareness.
� The colonial powers that most benefited from the slave trade should act to end African debt

and dependence on the industrialised world. 

Evaluating evidence
Exercise 9
1 The evidence is inadequate. The conclusion is overdrawn, as the arguer cannot be certain that

what the mother was hiding was a present for him or her. 

2 Again, the evidence is inadequate for the conclusion. It could also be called selective if the

arguer failed to take note of the boys’ names in other groups of 10-year-olds. 

3 The reason here is irrelevant. Understanding of how a car engine works is not essential for good

driving. 

4 The conclusion is overdrawn, as Robin’s vocabulary may be limited to a few topics such as food.

The evidence is inadequate, selective or not sufficiently significant.

5 This argument is not reasonable, as common sense tells us that to overindulge in anything

is unlikely to bring happiness for long. It also depends on hypothetical reasoning about the

future. 

Exercise 10
1 The size of the sample was fairly satisfactory, though the bigger a sample is, the less likely it is

for the results to be achieved by chance. Based only on students, it was not representative, as

students are likely to be younger, more intelligent and perhaps poorer on average than the rest

of the population, so their attitudes to diet and their response to free chocolate may have been

untypical. 

2 ‘Suppressing food cravings boosts consumption’ is a universal statement, implying confidently

that this applies to everyone. The second statement refers more specifically to fattening food,

but the most crucial difference is the word ‘may’, which admits an element of doubt or the 

possibility that this might apply only to some people. 

3 It is unclear whether participants were randomly directed into groups or allowed to choose

whether to suppress thoughts about chocolate or talk about how much they liked it. If they were

allowed to choose, people with different attitudes to chocolate might have gravitated to the

different groups, explaining their subsequent differences in behaviour.

4 Women who tried to stop thinking about chocolate ate significantly more than those who were

encouraged to talk about their cravings, whereas with men the opposite effect was found.

5 The data are inadequate to support the conclusion in the headline, as the claim relates to people

in general. As only the women in the sample were found to eat more when they tried to

suppress cravings, the claim is overdrawn.

6 The passage introduces the findings by mentioning that women suppressing thoughts of

chocolate consumed 50% more than those who talked about it, but in the more detailed account

of the experiment the ratios given are 8 to 5. It is likely that the ratios are closer to the truth

and that the percentage is provided because it is simpler and more dramatic, but it suggests a

more significant finding than was in fact the case. 

7 A strength of the experiment was asking people to choose from two brands of chocolate, as

this enabled them to eat what they wished without being aware that this was being monitored,
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therefore behaving more naturally. The experiment was carried out by a well-qualified person

(either a medical doctor or someone with a PhD) at a university, suggesting a degree of

expertise. 

8 No evidence is supplied to support the assertion that suppressing thoughts of chocolate and

cigarettes could have the same effects on those who wish to give up. As the substances have

very different effects on the body, it would be necessary to conduct separate tests on smokers’

cravings. (This is an attempted analogy without adequate evidence.)

9 It is unlikely that behaviour of this kind observed in unfamiliar surroundings would necessarily

be repeated in normal circumstances in the privacy of the home.

Section 2: Credibility
Applying credibility criteria

Exercise 11
1 The photograph of Jane Burrows’ unoccupied car taken between 9.03 and 9.04 a.m. suggests

it had been parked in a residents-only area beyond the legal time of 9 a.m. (Parking attendant’s

report in Document 2.) 

2 According to Document 3, Jane Burrows was present when the photograph was taken but had

been asked to step out of sight. She suggests she had returned to her car several minutes earlier

and had been in conversation with the attendant. 

3 Jane Burrows is a teacher, a profession generally associated with truthfulness. Unless she is

trying to create a false impression, the last sentence of her letter suggests a law-abiding attitude.

Nothing is known about the reputations of the individual parking attendant or council corre-

spondence officer. However, Document 4 suggests parking attendants in general can be

‘overzealous’ and that councils are ‘revenue-driven’.

4 Jane Burrows and the parking attendant were present at the incident, whereas the council corre-

spondence officer was not and simply relies on secondary evidence from the attendant. The

parking attendant has hard evidence to support her story in the form of photographs and notes.

5 All parties have vested interests. Jane Burrows is motivated to prove her innocence to avoid

the fine. The parking attendant may, according to Document 4, be paid more if her actions bring

in plenty of fines and she may be disciplined if she is lenient with motorists. The council corre-

spondence officer may have the revenue of the council in mind and certainly wishes to support

the work of the parking attendants, saying that in cases of discrepancy ‘the Council must rely

on the parking attendant’s report’. 

6 Though the author of Parking in London is not named, the phrase ‘In my many discussions with

them’ suggests he or she has had many contacts with parking attendants, is acquainted with

many details of their work and is well-informed about media coverage of the parking contro-

versy, so this expertise adds to the credibility of the account. It is reasonably balanced, as it

recommends a wage increase for parking attendants as well as condemning some of their

practices, suggesting it is a neutral source.

7 Jane Burrows may have been lying about reaching her car while the parking attendant

was there, in which case the conversation about the smaller fine would also be fictitious. 

Alternatively, her panic during the conversation may have caused her to remember the amount

wrongly. 

OCR AS Critical Thinking
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8 The parking attendant may have been inexperienced and accidentally made a mistake about

the amount of the fine. Alternatively, she may have deliberately provided a lower figure to

persuade Jane Burrows to accept the parking ticket.

9 There is potential support for Jane Burrows’ account in her own letter, as she supplies details

of a corroborating witness: (‘for confirmation, please speak to Mr John Morris at Southway Inter-

national School: 020 100 2000’), unless of course his evidence turned out to undermine her

account. In addition, Document 4 suggests that ‘30% of fines are dropped on appeal’, meaning

they have been issued by ‘overzealous’ wardens without good reason. On the other hand, the

remainder were probably issued with good grounds, as may be the case for Jane Burrows. The

writer of Parking in London also suggests it is not uncommon for the parking attendant to say

‘misleading statements like “I am sorry you are too late; I cannot cancel the ticket”. Instead,

the PA should say “You are just in time; if you leave before I have attached the PCN to your car

I will have my supervisor cancel the ticket according to proper procedure.”’ The situation here

echoes what Jane Burrows said happened to her and the advice she claims the helpline gave

to her.

10 There are two sources on either side of the controversy, as Jane Burrows’ account is supported

to some extent by information on the Parking in London site, while the parking attendant is

supported by the council correspondence officer, making the weight of evidence equally

balanced. With respect to quality of evidence, the parking attendant has the advantage of

recorded information on her side. The evidence from the council correspondence officer can

really be discounted as she lacks first-hand knowledge of the case and customarily supports

parking attendants. Although no one directly involved supports Jane Burrows, she appears to

have a good reputation and Document 4 makes her account seem more likely, suggesting many

innocent motorists are targeted by parking attendants in order to boost their wages and please

their superiors. Her final decision to pay the fine may not be an admission of guilt, as an

increased penalty would have been incurred if she delayed (Document 3). Though she clearly

had motivation to lie, on balance it seems likely that she was ready to move her car at the appro-

priate time and should not have been fined for parking illegally.

The opposite judgement should be credited if supported by an appropriate argument.

Reputation of sources
Exercise 12
1 The Telegraph newspaper is moderately right-wing. 

2 Right-wing media tend to be conservative about the number of immigrants that should be

allowed into Britain. (Very right-wing media and groups would be strongly opposed, even racist,

but that it is not the case here.)

3 Brown might have had vested interests in presenting a message that would please the 

unions by bolstering the opportunities of British workers. This would be likely to reinforce their

support for the Labour Party. The terms circumstantial or context could be applied to make a 

similar point. This assessment would weaken his credibility. Alternatively, Brown’s expertise
or reputation as an able Chancellor of the Exchequer would imply that he is well-acquainted

with the employment situation in Britain, strengthening the credibility of his speech. 

4 Using the criterion of vested interests, the Telegraph would be more likely to boost its sales

among right-wing readers by reporting on the actions of the Conservative Party leader. Similarly,
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its right-wing bias provides motivation to introduce Conservative views whenever possible.

These points weaken its credibility. On the other hand, as a quality paper, the Telegraph may

have been aiming for neutrality and balance by including the views of more than one political

party. This would strengthen its credibility. 

5 The comment following the quotation from Brown suggests he was addressing complaints

about ‘a new wave of immigrants from countries such as Poland and Romania’. He drew

attention to competition between British and an increasing number of foreign workers for jobs

and the apparent willingness of foreign workers to work for lower wages, which was likely to

create rifts between the different groups. Cameron, in contrast, was speaking about the ‘cultural

separatism’ experienced by British-born Muslims, who felt they had little in common with others

born in Britain. These claims are quite different but do not conflict with each other. Potentially

they could both be true as they are about different issues. 

6 Workers’ Liberty for international working class solidarity and socialism is a far-left-wing

website. 

7 The writer is open about his political stance, which is left of New Labour. Therefore he

condemns Brown for allegedly expressing similar views to the right-wing British National Party

and National Front. He argues that the UK capitalist government really wants foreign workers

in order to exploit them but is trying to placate British workers by lying about it. He advocates

an open door policy on immigration and support for all workers’ rights, both left-wing positions. 

8 The passage uses emotionally loaded language such as ‘xenophobic bigotry’, ‘lace curtain

racism’ and ‘hypocrisy’ and political polemic such as ‘capitalist class’ and ‘resistance to this anti-

working-class government’. Unless readers are already committed to the far left, they may be

alienated by the overt bias in this account, reducing its credibility.

9 The passage alleges that New Labour welcomes migrant workers, as they benefit the economy,

providing they are not allowed to assert their rights. Supposedly they are more easily exploited

than native workers. Also it would be illegal under European Union law to deny jobs to migrant

workers in order to give them to British workers. 

10 Brown’s slogan is allegedly intended to attract white working-class voters (who perceive their

jobs as threatened) and right-wing voters (who are alarmed about the apparent scale of 

immigration).

11 Document 2 suggests foreign workers are subjected to language tests and deprived of their

rights more easily than native workers. It refers to ‘the denial of proper rights for asylum seekers

or of rights which would allow migrant workers to assert their rights and get organised.’

Document 1 conflicts with this, suggesting European workers are more successful in the job

market than native workers, because they may be better qualified or skilled. The only point of

similarity is where Document 1 says that immigrants may be paid less: ‘a new wave of immi-

grants from countries such as Poland and Romania is driving down wages’. Document 1

suggests in paragraph 4 that immigrants need to be encouraged to be good citizens, implying

something lacking in them. They ‘would be required to “win” citizenship points — earning

credits for civic or voluntary work and losing credits if they broke the law or spent too long

abroad’. Document 2 conflicts with this, viewing immigrants as victims ‘firmly under capitalist

control’. Cameron in Document 1 refers to the ‘alienation’ of some British-born Muslims, which

could potentially echo the ideas in Document 2, but it is not stated whether their ‘disillusion-

ment’ results from exploitation or from some other cause. 
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Evaluating visual material
Exercise 13
1 The image is too distant for the details to be visible. The impression of the ‘monster’ could be

created by some combination of rocks, logs or less unusual creatures or by a practical joker.

2 The image is very blurred and there is nothing in the context to suggest that it is in the sky over

Farnborough. The photograph is not accompanied by a date.

3 Though the photograph is clear, the lack of surrounding context makes it impossible to judge

the creature’s size. It could be quite a small rat.

4 The graph fails to mention the educational qualifications indicated. (In fact it shows the percent-

ages of pupils achieving 5 or more GCSEs at grades A* to C or equivalents.)

Section 3: Specimen examination paper

Section A: The language of reasoning
1 The public must to be warned that smoking cannabis may carry even greater physical and 

mental health risks than smoking tobacco. (2)
� 2 marks for exact wording or very precise paraphrasing.
� 1 mark for a less-accurate statement of the main conclusion which has the correct meaning

but lacks precision or has additional information.
� 0 marks for inaccurate statement of conclusion. 

2 Inhaled cannabis smoke is more toxic. (3)
� 3 marks for the precise wording from the passage.
� 2 marks for a reasonably precise statement of the reason which includes paraphrases of single

words.
� 1 mark for a less accurate statement of the reason which has the correct meaning but lacks

precision or contains additional information. 
� 0 marks for inaccurate statement of reason. 

3 a Counter-assertion or counter-claim (2)

Allow 1 mark for counter-argument, which is less accurate.

b This information works against the main argument that cannabis smoking carries 

greater health risks than tobacco smoking. (2)
� 2 marks for a clear and precise explanation.
� 1 mark for a less accurate explanation which has the correct meaning.

4 The content of cannabis is much harder to regulate than the content of tobacco. (3)
� 3 marks for the precise wording from the passage.
� 2 marks for a reasonably precise statement of the reason which includes paraphrases of single

words.
� 1 mark for a less accurate statement of the reason or if ‘because it is an illegal substance’ is

included.
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5 If young people are misinformed about the dangers of cannabis, then uptake could increase, 
with disastrous results to health. (2)

6 Credit three of the following: This is government research, so it is likely to have been
thorough and well-funded. The quantitative data create the impression of precision. Testing the 
smoke for nearly 20 chemicals sounds very thorough. The reputable magazine New Scientist
is sufficiently convinced by its reliability to report it. The inclusion of details of the method 
used, the specific chemicals and their different effects on the body all add to the account’s 
credibility. (6)
� 2 marks for each clear, precise point.
� 1 mark each for less accurate statements with the correct meaning.

7 Credit two of the following: As cannabis is an illegal drug, respondents might have been less
likely to have told the truth than in surveys on other topics. To make the comparison with all
other drugs, it would also be necessary to receive truthful answers about these, hard to achieve
for the same reason. The sample size is not stated, so the people asked might not have been
a representative sample of that age group. The word ‘drug’ is ambiguous, as it can include
alcohol and tobacco, which are likely to be more commonly used than cannabis. (4)
� 2 marks for each clear, precise point.
� 1 mark each for less accurate statements with the correct meaning.

8 a It has to be assumed that the children surveyed were old enough to be expected to know
about the dangers of substances such as cannabis, therefore probably in their teens, perhaps
approaching the age of 15, as mentioned in the previous sentence. (2)

b The reasoning here is attempting to show that misinformed young people will be tempted
by the drug. If the children in the survey were very young then there could be a considerable
time lag before they were tempted to try the drug, by which time they might have become
better informed. (2)
� For each part, award 2 marks for a clear, precise point.
� 1 mark for less accurate statements with the correct meaning.

9 Smoking cannabis is thought to double the risk of developing serious mental illnesses. (3)
� 3 marks for the precise wording from the passage.
� 2 marks for a reasonably precise statement of the reason which includes paraphrases of single

words.
� 1 mark for a less accurate statement of the reason or if the example ‘such as schizophrenia’

is included.

10 The view that mental illness followed cannabis-taking rather than leading to it can be supported
by some of the following points: The scientists followed the participants for 25 years and inter-
viewed them about their cannabis use at the ages of 18, 21 and 25 and about their mental
health, so they should have been able to determine whether cannabis-taking pre-dated the
onset of mental illness. Factors such as family history had been taken into account, so this
should have identified those who were at high risk of mental illness through inherited tenden-
cies or a troubled background. The researchers found ‘there was a clear increase in psychotic
symptoms after regular use began’. (4)
� 2 marks each for two clearly made points. 
� 1 mark each for less accurate statements with the correct meaning.

Section A total: 35 marks
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Section B: Credibility
1 3 marks for each appropriate criterion with its relevance and effect on credibility explained in

detail and well expressed. 2 marks for a relevant answer which is either well expressed or

detailed. A good answer in which the effect of strengthening or weakening credibility was not

explicitly stated but only implied would come into this category. 1 mark for a relevant point

lacking detail and poorly expressed. 0 marks for an irrelevant or inaccurate point. Follow this

scheme for questions 2, 4 and 10. 

Reward two of the following or similar points. (6).

2 Reward one of the following or a similar point. (3).

Vested interest Legendary Times Books is von Däniken’s publisher, so it is motivated to
describe Chariots of the Gods? as ‘a work of monumental importance’ to
enhance sales and increase their profits. This weakens its reputation for credi-
bility.

Lack of
neutrality/bias

As von Däniken is one of Legendary Times Books’ authors and it has chosen to
publish his book, its opinion of it is bound to be high. The name ‘Legendary
Times’ suggests that it may be attracted to books that propose surprising
theories about the past, so it may be less sceptical than other potential
publishers. Its positive language ‘lifelong studies’, ‘myriad of hard scientific
facts’ indicates its strong bias, reducing its credibility.

Expertise or ability
to see

Legendary Times Books would have very detailed knowledge of von Däniken’s
Chariots of the Gods? as it would have read it carefully in the process of
selecting and editing it. This strengthens its credibility.

Vested interest or
context

‘Welcome to the World of Mysteries of Erich von Däniken’ is the author’s own
website. He uses it to promote his own profit-making activities, advertising his
theme park and encouraging readers to join his Research Association. This
weakens the credibility of the information on the site as the author has so
much to gain.

Lack of
neutrality/bias

As the website is written by the author, his self-assessment as ‘the world’s
most successful non-fiction writer of all time’ cannot be trusted. Even allowing
for the objective fact that his sales may have exceeded all other non-fiction
authors, there are alternative measures of success which more objective
people might consider important. He describes himself in entirely positive
language as ‘an avid researcher and an energetic traveller’, with no attempt at
balance. For example, how well qualified is he in the field of archaeology? The
account is too biased to be entirely credible.

Ability to see or
expertise

As the website is written by the author, we can be certain that the facts about
his own life are accurate, or at least as close to reality as he wishes to present
them to us. The details such as dates, places and book sales are likely to be
correct. The site is therefore more credible in its factual detail than some sites
admirers set up about other people.

Reputation Applying this criterion would be rather premature, since students are unlikely
to have assessed von Däniken’s reputation until they reach the end of the
exercise. However, allow credit for a well-reasoned answer, either suggesting
that his reputation as a charlatan (according to Sheaffer) reduces the 
credibility of his website or the fact that he is an acclaimed author or expert
strengthens it.

Student Workbook Teacher Notes
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3 2 marks each for two well  explained and well developed points. 1 mark for less well developed

but correct points.

The shapes of the huge birds and animals are not easy to interpret or appreciate at ground level.

They make far more sense from an aerial view, implying that they were made with the aid of

flying machines of some sort.

The very straight lines, especially those up to 40 miles long, are more easily explained by the

use of advanced surveying techniques than the unassisted efforts of primitive man. (4)

4 Allow up to 3 marks each for two well developed points such as the two of the following:

(6)

5 Award 2 marks for a well explained and developed point. 1 mark for a less well developed but

correct point such as one of the following.

The similarity between known Nazca artefacts and the Nazca figures is better support for

Reiche’s theory that Nazca people made the markings unaided. If these images relate to Nazca

culture, it is unlikely that extraterrestrials would have been motivated to aid the Nazca people

to make the huge figures, as von Däniken claims. 

Though extraterrestrials might have wanted a landing strip for themselves, it seems unlikely

that they would have wanted to create the animal images celebrated by the Nazca culture.

Therefore if the Nazca made the animal figures themselves, it is likely they also made the lines,

supporting Reiche’s theory. (2)

6 2 marks for a well explained and developed point. 1 mark for a less well developed but correct

point.

The image is too ambiguous to support von Däniken’s theory with any certainty, as the human

figure is surrounded by shapes that could represent all manner of things or may simply be deco-

rative. Though it could represent ‘an ancient astronomer working the controls of his space ship’,

it is more plausible that it conveys something more compatible with known South American

history. (As a matter of interest, most experts believe it is a memorial for Mayan King Pacal who

is about to pick fruit, the symbol of rebirth.) (2)

Expertise As a mathematician and archaeological researcher, Reiche had the specialist
knowledge to be able to work out a theory consistent with the likely skills of
the Nazca people. This strengthens the credibility of her explanation.

Ability to see Reiche worked on the site for 50 years, and had first-hand knowledge of
evidence supporting her theory, such as the preliminary drawings ‘still visible
near many of the larger figures’. This strengthens her credibility.

Vested interest Reiche appears to have nothing to gain from her particular theory as it is not 
a sensational one. There is no evidence that she was seeking fame. The
50 years she spent trying to preserve the markings suggest instead someone
deeply committed to archaeology for its own sake, strengthening her 
credibility.
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7 Award 4 marks for a thorough and clear explanation that links the Easter Island and pyramid

theories as exemplified below. Award 2 marks or less for an explanation focusing simply on

Easter Island, for example suggesting that primitive men could have worked as a team or that

the stones they carved were already in situ. 

The comparison with the pyramids weakens von Däniken’s theory about the origin of the Easter

Island statues. There is a widely accepted theory that the pyramids were built by large numbers

of slaves pulling the blocks up ramps by sheer strength of manpower. If this could be achieved

without extraterrestrial help, it seems feasible that the much smaller Easter Island statues could

have been carved and erected by a team of people, perhaps with the use of simple levers. (4)

8 Award 2 marks for a good explanation referring to why it is difficult to estimate the statue’s size,

such as the example below, or 1 mark only for a simple comment that the size of the statue is

unclear. 

The photograph does not supply very convincing support for the caption that the Easter Island

statues were ‘too huge to be made by primitive man’. It is difficult to estimate how big the statue

in the foreground is as there is little to compare it against. (The clouds in the background could

be any size and the bank any gradient.) If only a few feet tall, the statue could have been quite

easy to erect. (2)

9 Award 2 marks for a clear and full explanation similar to the example below, or 1 mark for a

vaguer or less detailed comment that is still correct.

The claims in paragraphs 4, 6 and 7 are about sites that interested people could visit, enabling

them to view the evidence and decide whether or not to accept von Däniken’s interpretation

of it. The claims Sheaffer describes are impossible to investigate, as von Däniken argues that

he has special powers. The National Enquirer claims are therefore incapable of support or

disproof. (2)

10 Award up to 9 marks for the application of appropriate criteria such as three of those below. In

each case, the men should be compared or contrasted, with assessments of their credibility

clearly made. The credibility of either could be supported in the conclusion, which should follow

logically from the points made. Reduce marks for fewer criteria, inadequate explanations, lack

of assessment or a missing judgement. (9) 

The men could be compared using some of the following criteria.

Student Workbook Teacher Notes
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Expertise Von Däniken was educated at a college, though it is not stated what his
specialism was. If it had been archaeology or history he would probably have
said so on his self-promotion website. As he became a hotel director, a
degree relevant to his later theories seems unlikely. As a data communica-
tions engineer, Sheaffer also seems to have been well-educated but in an
irrelevant field. Both men have read and written extensively about the
subjects that interested them but appear to be self-taught in these fields. This
weakens the credibility of both, though von Däniken may have devoted more
time to supporting his extraterrestrial theory than Sheaffer, whose interests
are more diverse.
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Neither man is wholly credible, but von Däniken’s reputation for deception weighs heavily against

him. This assumes more importance than the points of assessment thrown up by the other criteria,

which are more evenly balanced. This would suggest that, of the two, Sheaffer is the more

plausible.

Section B total: 40 marks

Total for paper: 75 marks

Neutrality or vested
interests

Neither man is objective. Von Däniken seeks fame and money from his
theories. Sheaffer sees himself as a professional sceptic, attacking not only
von Däniken’s theories but ‘Creationism, feminism, the divinity of Christ’ as
well, making money from his articles. This weakens the credibility of both,
though von Däniken has become better known and writing may now be his
only source of income, giving him more motivation to produce startling
theories.

Ability to see Von Däniken has travelled extensively to historical sights seeking support for
his theory. Sheaffer provides no site-related evidence against von Däniken’s
theories in this passage, simply citing his apparent lack of honesty and
mocking his story about meeting aliens. On these grounds, von Däniken has
greater credibility.

Reputation According to Sheaffer, von Däniken spent time in prison for deception.
This is likely to be true, otherwise Sheaffer would have risked a libel case
by publishing it. This history of deception greatly weakens von Däniken’s
credibility relative to Sheaffer’s, against whom we know of nothing similar.
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